Monday, July 21, 2014

4:11 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 "Yale scientist to direct new Boston cancer center"
7-21-14 The Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center in Boston!
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
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his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 Yale Key West Medical School should be built today
on an Eiffel Tower Structure!
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 Sheesh, Yale Key West Medical School should be built
today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West
with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on
3-4-2011.
7-21-14 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model... The novel
ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things
that might have been...

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed MD and likable
doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best
DIAGNOSIS... Yale + Harvard bullied by Kennedy etc passed
OJ MD's when they really failed Medical School... this is sick
even for a "1984 II" Society!
7-21-14 $4 gasoline, gasoline 4 cents a gallon after 1980
invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... The novel
ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things
that might have been...
7-21-14 "Gravity Engine" Discovery of how Gravity is
generated... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 9-11 Parade of ElectricWindmillFord Escorts,
escorting "Free University Education" and mandatory for all
HS grads... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 Pamplona bull run in was depicted famously by
Hemingway in "Death in the Afternoon" and "The Sun Also
Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking
of the things that might have been..
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of the things that might have been..
7-21-14 The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been... Hemingway
Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West.
Futuristic InventSomething in every chapter.
7-21-14 4 MD women marry Earnest to "Inspire" a second
Nobel, the 1st legal Polygamous marriage in Key West. The
novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the
things that might have been... Hemingway alive and well in
Key West on his 115th birthday!
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
He was martyred significantly by being tied to a bull by his
feet and dragged to his death...
7-21-14 Mayo Clinic Shocking Hemingways Brain in a new
book by Dr. Katrina "Shock Treatment" "The Sun Also Rises."
The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the
things that might have been...
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a
taxi speaking of the things that might have been... "Yale
scientist to direct new Boston cancer center"
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
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7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
Until recently, almost all genetics research has focused on
about two percent of the human genome, the portion
responsible for directly creating proteins. Now, a Yale
researcher will direct a new center studying how the
remaining 98 percent can be leveraged to develop new
cancer treatments. On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of
molecular, cellular, and developmental biology, became
director of the Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The
Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in
Boston. Slack and his students will move from Yale to iRM,
which will aim to create new medications and diagnostic
tools by studying non-coding RNA. “If you can have people
with many different areas of expertise in the same proximity,
people have joint meetings, write for joint grants, and just
sort of generally push the science forward in a more
expedited way,” Slack said. The new lab will start with three
principle investigators, and Slack said he hopes to hire
about one more researcher per year over the next decade, in
addition to raising funds and establishing ties with the
pharmaceutical industry. Though Slack has left Yale and is
now a professor at Harvard Medical School, he said research
partnerships with colleagues at Yale will continue. RNA was
long thought of as a biological intermediate: DNA codes for
RNA, and RNA carries that code to make proteins in the
body. Research has shown only a small portion of the
genome serves this process, with a significant portion coding
for RNA that does not eventually lead to protein formation.
Recent study has revealed diverse functions for such noncoding RNA, such as guiding proteins, regulating their
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coding RNA, such as guiding proteins, regulating their
expression, and otherwise shaping biological function. Since
most pharmacological agents work by targeting proteins,
Slack said these functional RNA could represent a new
frontier both for cancer research and other biomedical
fields. “With some luck, if the trends continue, this sort of
research looks like it will be leading to new therapeutics and
diagnostics,” Slack said. Slack joined the Yale faculty in
2000.
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
The most famous running of the bulls is that of the eight-day
festival of Sanfermines in honor of Saint Fermin in
Pamplona. Saturninus (in France "Saint Saturnin") was the
first bishop of Toulouse, where he was sent during the
"consulate of Decius and Gratus" (AD 250). He was martyred
significantly by being tied to a bull by his feet and dragged
to his death... This festival was brought to literary renown
with the 1926 publication of Ernest Hemingway's novel The
Sun Also Rises. The novel is a roman à clef; the characters
are based on real people of Hemingway's circle, and the
action is based on real events. In the novel, Hemingway
presents his notion that the "Lost Generation", considered to
have been decadent, dissolute and irretrievably damaged by
World War I. The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been.
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
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by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
The "Running of the Bulls" was just one of the many events of
the The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of
the things that might have been.. Hemingway Days
celebration, including the celebration of Hemingway's 115th
birthday
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed and likable
doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best
practices, but consumers aren't sure how to uncover much
more, according to a new poll that found that just 22
percent are confident they can
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started!
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7-21-14 "Yale scientist to direct new Boston cancer center"
7-21-14 The Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center in Boston!
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 iApps for the Satellite in Low Earth Orbit + to "Invent
it! To bankrupt Verizon as they can't invent a way for FiOS to
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it! To bankrupt Verizon as they can't invent a way for FiOS to
cover the Earth. DC current + AC current We Know Greg +
Wives will get this Satellite invention! Grin Revenge will be
getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer and a
Satellite in Low Earth orbit to cover every inch of the Earth
24/7 like Greg must Brainstorm looking for the serendipity!
"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a
taxi speaking of thethings that might have been... Verizon
FiOS services.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...

7-21-14 Yale Key West Medical School should be built today
on an Eiffel Tower Structure!
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 Sheesh, Yale Key West Medical School should be built
today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew into Key West
with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on
3-4-2011.
7-21-14 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 1980 Model... The novel
ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things
that might have been...
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed MD and likable
doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best
DIAGNOSIS... Yale + Harvard bullied by Kennedy etc passed
OJ MD's when they really failed Medical School... this is sick
even for a "1984 II" Society!
7-21-14 $4 gasoline, gasoline 4 cents a gallon after 1980
invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... The novel
ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things
that might have been...
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that might have been...
7-21-14 "Gravity Engine" Discovery of how Gravity is
generated... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 9-11 Parade of ElectricWindmillFord Escorts,
escorting "Free University Education" and mandatory for all
HS grads... The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 Pamplona bull run in was depicted famously by
Hemingway in "Death in the Afternoon" and "The Sun Also
Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking
of the things that might have been..
7-21-14 The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been... Hemingway
Writing Classes at the Hemingway House in Key West.
Futuristic InventSomething in every chapter.
7-21-14 4 MD women marry Earnest to "Inspire" a second
Nobel, the 1st legal Polygamous marriage in Key West. The
novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the
things that might have been... Hemingway alive and well in
Key West on his 115th birthday!
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
He was martyred significantly by being tied to a bull by his
feet and dragged to his death...
7-21-14 Mayo Clinic Shocking Hemingways Brain in a new
book by Dr. Katrina "Shock Treatment" "The Sun Also Rises."
The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the
things that might have been...
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
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7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a
taxi speaking of the things that might have been... "Yale
scientist to direct new Boston cancer center"
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
Until recently, almost all genetics research has focused on
about two percent of the human genome, the portion
responsible for directly creating proteins. Now, a Yale
researcher will direct a new center studying how the
remaining 98 percent can be leveraged to develop new
cancer treatments. On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of
molecular, cellular, and developmental biology, became
director of the Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The
Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in
Boston. Slack and his students will move from Yale to iRM,
which will aim to create new medications and diagnostic
tools by studying non-coding RNA. “If you can have people
with many different areas of expertise in the same proximity,
people have joint meetings, write for joint grants, and just
sort of generally push the science forward in a more
expedited way,” Slack said. The new lab will start with three
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expedited way,” Slack said. The new lab will start with three
principle investigators, and Slack said he hopes to hire
about one more researcher per year over the next decade, in
addition to raising funds and establishing ties with the
pharmaceutical industry. Though Slack has left Yale and is
now a professor at Harvard Medical School, he said research
partnerships with colleagues at Yale will continue. RNA was
long thought of as a biological intermediate: DNA codes for
RNA, and RNA carries that code to make proteins in the
body. Research has shown only a small portion of the
genome serves this process, with a significant portion coding
for RNA that does not eventually lead to protein formation.
Recent study has revealed diverse functions for such non coding RNA, such as guiding proteins, regulating their
expression, and otherwise shaping biological function. Since
most pharmacological agents work by targeting proteins,
Slack said these functional RNA could represent a new
frontier both for cancer research and other biomedical
fields. “With some luck, if the trends continue, this sort of
research looks like it will be leading to new therapeutics and
diagnostics,” Slack said. Slack joined the Yale faculty in
2000.
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
The most famous running of the bulls is that of the eight-day
festival of Sanfermines in honor of Saint Fermin in
Pamplona. Saturninus (in France "Saint Saturnin") was the
first bishop of Toulouse, where he was sent during the
"consulate of Decius and Gratus" (AD 250). He was martyred
significantly by being tied to a bull by his feet and dragged
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significantly by being tied to a bull by his feet and dragged
to his death... This festival was brought to literary renown
with the 1926 publication of Ernest Hemingway's novel The
Sun Also Rises. The novel is a roman à clef; the characters
are based on real people of Hemingway's circle, and the
action is based on real events. In the novel, Hemingway
presents his notion that the "Lost Generation", considered to
have been decadent, dissolute and irretrievably damaged by
World War I. The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi
speaking of the things that might have been.
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.

7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
The "Running of the Bulls" was just one of the many events of
the The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of
the things that might have been.. Hemingway Days
celebration, including the celebration of Hemingway's 115th
birthday
7-21-14 Gregs best revenge for the George Orwell II Top Brass
Pedophiles who have Syphilis on the brain will be getting the
Over Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer in 2014
by Christmas Day with 4 MD Wives by Brainstorming 24/7.
7-21-14 On July 1, Frank Slack, a professor of molecular,
cellular, and developmental biology, became director of the
Institute for RNA Medicine (iRM) at The Cancer Center at
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Slack and
his students will move from Yale to iRM, which will aim to
create new medications and diagnostic tools by studying
non-coding RNA.
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7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." Being licensed and likable
doesn't necessarily mean a doctor is up to date on best
practices, but consumers aren't sure how to uncover much
more, according to a new poll that found that just 22
percent are confident they can
7-21-14 Satellites in Low Earth Orbit iApp to replace Verizon
FiOS to cover every INCH OF The Earth! "The Sun Also Rises."
The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the
things that might have been...
7-21-14 iApps for the Satellite in Low Earth Orbit + to "Invent
it! To bankrupt Verizon as they can't invent a way for FiOS to
cover the Earth. DC current + AC current We Know Greg +
Wives will get this Satellite invention! Grin Revenge will be
getting the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer and a
Satellite in Low Earth orbit to cover every inch of the Earth
24/7 like Greg must Brainstorm looking for the serendipity!
"The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and Brett in a
taxi speaking of thethings that might have been... Verizon
FiOS services are delivered over a fiber-to-the-premises
network using passive optical network technology. Voice,
video, and data travel over three wavelengths in the
infrared spectrum. To serve a home, a single-mode optical
fiber extends from an optical line terminal at a FiOS central
office out to the neighborhoods where a passive optical
splitter fans out the same signal on up to 32 fibers, thus
serving up to 32 subscribers. At the subscriber's home, an
Optical Network Terminal (ONT) transfers data onto the
corresponding in-home copper wiring for phone, video and
Internet access.[18] Older FiOS installations mount the ONT
inside the house and use Category 5 cable for data and
coaxial cable for video, while newer markets mount the ONT
outside the house and use Multimedia over Coax Alliance
(MoCA) protocol for both data and video over a single
coaxial cable. Voice service is carried over the existing
telephone wires already in the house. One of the three
wavelength bands is devoted to carrying television channels
using standard QAM cable television technology. The other
two wavelengths are devoted to all other data, one for
outbound and the other for inbound data. This includes
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outbound and the other for inbound data. This includes
video on demand, telephone and Internet data. This
allocation of wavelengths adheres to the ITU-T G.983
standard, also known as an ATM passive optical network
(APON). Verizon initially installed slower BPONs but now
only installs GPONs specified in the ITU-T G.984 standard.
These bands and speeds are: 1310 nm wavelength for
upstream data at 155 Mbit/s (1.2 Gbit/s with GPON) 1490 nm
wavelength for downstream data at 622 Mbit/s (2.4 Gbit/s
with GPON) 1550 nm wavelength for QAM cable television
with 870 MHz of bandwidth The set top box (STB) receives IR
code and channel subscription information through the
out-of-band (OOB) channel just as other coax or RF-based
STB's do. However, guide data, cover art, widgets and other
data are sent via IP over the data channels. All upstream
OOB requests (or responses) are sent via IP over the data
channels. All non-OOB data transactions to or from STB's
are carried over the MoCA channels. The MoCA channel is
also used to carry out inter-STB transactions (multi-room
DVR, synchronization, etc.). FiOS is also compatible with
CableCard technology allowing FiOS TV subscribers to receive
encrypted and premium cable channels on CableCard
capable devices

7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..." to make Mandy Miles "Question"
MD's 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat for "Polygamous Marriage" that
will get "Big Brother" into Publix + Whole Foods (When Key
West Gets One) testing for HIV which goes on every day in Key
West but not with Publix + Whole Food grocery shoppers every
time they go shopping they get tested by 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat for HIV, Hepatitis, STD, HPV, Herpes, and a full body
MRI by walking through a scanner that looks just like the
one Homeland Security has at the Airport...

7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..." to make Mandy Miles "Question"
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appeal to "Dead Women..." to make Mandy Miles "Question"
MD's 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat for "Polygamous Marriage" that
will get "Big Brother" into Publix + Whole Foods (When Key
West Gets One) testing for HIV which goes on every day in Key
West but not with Publix + Whole Food grocery shoppers every
time they go shopping they get tested by 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat for HIV, Hepatitis, STD, HPV, Herpes, and a full body
MRI by walking through a scanner that looks just like the
one Homeland Security has at the Airport...
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 WHO at the UN... give themselves immunity from
"Holocaust II" poison gas exhaust that has given cancers to a
billion + killed millions, 800 Fiery Cop Car Crash's, and they
want immunity!

7-20-14 A 5-year-old Kansas girl who was kidnapped on
Friday night died in a gun battle between police and her
abductor following a high-speed chase, police said on
Saturday. Greg said many times on this web, this would not
have happened in a 1980 or 2014 Model
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. With High Tech accessories!
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."

7-20-14 "Atlantic City doomed by glut of casinos"
7-20-14 "George Orwell II doomed 10 million people who
would have "Invented Something" by glut of casinos"
Hemingway House in Key West, the Tour Guides get big tips...
they run to Circle K after the tour to buy Florida Lotto Tickets
instead of writing a Futuristic Hemingway Novel with no
gambling and 1 Trillion turtles on Hemingway Beach!
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7-20-14 Forty-five years after Apollo landing, US debates
next lunar step... Star Travel with the "Gravity Engine iApp,
as Bill + Melinda failed 15 Billion PC users with Win 8.2 fix"
7-20-14 WHO at the UN is Sick... Rebels launch attack on
South Sudan town in violation of a peace pact, UN says... UN
knows the war is over $777 in Oil Revenues for Sudan victors!
WHO at the UN is Sick...
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 A 5-year-old Kansas girl who was kidnapped on
Friday night died in a gun battle between police and her
abductor following a high-speed chase, police said on
Saturday. Greg said many times on this web, this would not
have happened in a 1980 or 2014 Model
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. With High Tech accessories!
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 Illinois Man Accused of Killing Wife on Valentine's
Day Heads to Trial "Man Allegedly Kills Wife to Make Way for
20-Year-Old Mistress" She never knew there were "Bad People"
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 New York Times Sunday, Kerry Says Russia Trained
Separatists to Use Antiaircraft Missiles By MICHAEL R.
GORDON and BRIAN KNOWLTON, Kerry Says 99% of $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues from $4 was used to buy MIT WAR
Toys as Boston needed the jobs!
7-20-14 "In Hospitals Across Gaza, Scenes of Chaos and Grief"
By FARES AKRAM and ANNE BARNARD NY Times... Nothing
from the NY Times on the "Yale Key West Medical School" why?
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..." "Brain Cancer" like Teddy
Kennedy if found, your Neurosurgeon has a Midnight shift...
Mind as well scan all the tourists arriving + leaving so they
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Mind as well scan all the tourists arriving + leaving so they
can see if they caught a "Disease" on their Key West Vacation
and of course when you have 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
treatment will start NOW!

7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."So Mandy Miles lost her "Wedding
Ring" under the bed, her butt sticking up in the air. Put you
Butt down Mandy the "Butt Train... F" is at the Gay Guest
House. I'm sure they will let you do a Front Page Story for the
Citizen with pictures... well maybe not! Grin.
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..." New Proposal will leave Mandy
Miles Clone in HS or Elementary School free from finding out
she has Syphilis... Or what a "Butt Train... F" is, do little girls
really need to know "Who Bad People Are? Mary B. never
knew there were bad people who rob gas stations until she
was sucker punched. I think George Orwell II not only set up
gas stations to be robed... he watches the best YouTube videos
of women being sucker punched at Gas Station Hold Ups!
This guy has to have Syphilis. Mandy Miles will find out when
she get to the "Butt Train... F" article for the Key West Citizen!

7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..." "Out of Africa" Movie Mary B. will
make the Movie "Out Of Africa II" rated "MD" as 1,001 disease
Mary B. didn't know existed will be jokes on Tonight Show
and Today Show. The View, The Voice + The Talk with Chen
will not comment, better to get Syphilis if you don't know
whats going on... ha.
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
Cerebellum... Dr. Katrina Firlik Touching a Human Brain
between her index finger and thumb swirling it around
thinking about the cerebellum. I had to add this as only a
neurosurgeon would have thought about what the
cerebellum does in a live brain not on the index finger of
Dr. Katrina! Cerebellum... None of this banter can hide the
fact that despite a few pockets of eclectic knowledge, not only
do we know little about how the cerebellum works, we know
next to nothing about what it does. Purkinje cells have a
great knack for becoming whatever researchers ask them to
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great knack for becoming whatever researchers ask them to
become. We know for example, that in a central region of the
cerebellum called the floccular complex, Purkinje cells have
been found to encode various metrics of the eye during
smooth pursuit and other kinds of following movements.
Similarly, topographic maps for other parts of the body have
been loosley superimposed on the cerebellar surface in a
crude intimation of its idealized function. Outputs of the
cells in different areas have been imagined to encode
everything from limb position, joint angle, speed, direction,
or acceleration, to more derived esoterics like muscle force,
spindle tension, elongation, fatigue, error, any number of
predictors.
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 1K Israeli Women Die from Breast Cancer dig Gregs
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Israeli tanks dig in at Gaza frontier
as Palestinian toll tops 300.
7-20-14 1K Israeli Women Die from Breast Cancer dig Gregs
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Israeli tanks dig in at Gaza frontier
as Palestinian toll tops 300.
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 A 5-year-old Kansas girl who was kidnapped on
Friday night died in a gun battle between police and her
abductor following a high-speed chase, police said on
Saturday.
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."

7-20-14 1K Israeli Women Die from Breast Cancer dig Gregs
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Israeli tanks dig in at Gaza frontier
as Palestinian toll tops 300.
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..." The one thing electrophysiologists
have kept in their pocket was something called the complex
spike
7-20-14 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in USA...
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7-20-14 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in USA...
7-20-14 1K Israeli Women Die from Breast Cancer dig Gregs
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! Israeli tanks dig in at Gaza frontier
as Palestinian toll tops 300. 7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the
Attorney Generals immediate appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..."
7-20-14 Mandy Miles and the Attorney Generals immediate
appeal to "Dead Women..." Forty-five years after Apollo
landing, US debates next lunar step...

7-20-14 Forty-five years after Apollo landing, US debates
next lunar step... Star Travel with the "Gravity Engine iApp,
as Bill + Melinda failed 15 Billion PC users with Win 8.2 fix"
7-20-14 French Government Owned Oil Company has $$$
interest in every African Nation... Complaining of bullying
in the international justice arena, African leaders are
forging ahead with plans to set up their own regional
court -- and give themselves immunity in the process. The
African Union (AU) accuses the Hague-based International
Criminal Court (ICC)

7-19-14 Kindle Unlimited launches: 600,000 all-you-canread e-books for $10 per... No Way, It's No Good without pre loaded iApps and 1,001 invention projects. Read to get a
"Invention" you need to scan your memory and 600K Kindle
books... serendipity you get the "Gravity Engine."
7-19-14 Eradication of all types of "Virus" is buried deep in
these 600K books, you just need to know what to look for to
get this Nobel Discovery!!
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7-19-14 MIT was into war crimes not mosquitos... "Deadly
mosquito virus reported in eastern Mass"
7-19-14 iApp that can search 600K Kindle Books + search 1
million Amazon E-Book for that special serendipity that
marries you to a Invention or Discovery!

7-19-14 Amazon Unlocks Vast E-Book Library for $10 a
Month... No Way, It's No Good without pre-loaded iApps and
1,001 invention projects. Read to get a "Invention" you need
to scan your memory and 600K E-Books books... serendipity
you get the "Gravity Engine."

7-19-14 700 Fiery Cop Car Crashes instead of 700K SSD
coming off the SanDisk assembly line "industry's first" 4 TB
enterprise-grade SAS SSD, the Optimus MAX SanDisk.
7-19-14 The hard drive's days in the data center are
numbered, according to John Scaramuzzo, senior vice
president of Enterprise Storage Solutions at SanDisk. In a
blog post, he said that the Optimus MAX "not only raises the
bar on SAS SSD capacity, but is a true replacement for
enterprise HDDs as it delivers SAS features and performance
at a new level of affordability that rivals enterprise SATA
SSDs."

7-19-14 MIT WAR Toys days at HQ are numbered, 800 th
Fiery Cop Car Crash and "Cops" revenge will guillotine MIT
WAR Toys scientists with Windmills. Better than the French
Revolution as Marie Antoinette war crimes was let the 700K
homeless eat cake when she had $777 Trillion from $4 gas
revenues! The hard drive's days in the data center are
numbered,
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7-19-14 Toyota's 2015 Sienna minivan has now a feature
called 'driver easy speak' that can amplify a parent's voice in
the back seats. It uses a built-in microphone to intensify a
parent's voice through speakers for the passenger sitting at
the back, so they don't have to shout to them. However, kids
can't talk back, at least not with amplified voices. The
feature is an option on the 2015 Sienna, which is being
refreshed with a totally new interior. It also has an optional
"pull-down conversation mirror" that lets drivers check on
kids without turning around.
7-19-14 Toyota's 2015 Sienna minivan still does not feature
MacBook Air + Pro plug in when the engine is off... why, how
could Toyota miss this?

7-19-14 Maserati has announced that it will not sell more
than 75,000 vehicles globally a year. This is to maintain the
uniqueness and the exclusivity of the Italian brand.
7-19-14 Exclusivity of the New French Revolution at
Maserati... I can't wait for this WW III war crimes at
Maserati.

7-19-14 Expect Self-Parking Cars by 2016... gasoline or
ElectricWindmillCars?
7-19-14 Expect Wake-up YourSelf before you crash + burn if its
a gasoline car!!
7-19-14 Expect Cardiac Arrest Warning when you start your
2016 car, stroke too warning! Drunks car will not start, pot
too. Cocaine + Herion... as the Elite at Yale, Harvard if they
have had enough of Cocaine + Heron!
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7-19-14 Local Key West News... Ford Dealership is not Casa
Antigua's owner Tom Oosterhoudt. I watched Tom walk
along the balcony with the poor and tropical forest all
around us. I though he was going to lose his balance and
fall into the pool 30 feet below. Well Greg + Tom made it in to
the Book Reading. Lorian Hemingway Short Story
Competition and Lorian didn's show up. She has a daughter
too that was a no show. I observed them both in 2011 my 1st
year here or 2012 I will look it up on my computer. Well Tom
was the Back Surgery Competition... I asked him if he went to
a Medical School, he told me were he went and it was not
Yale. I then suggested Yale and told him I was going to
build the Yale Key West Medical School here. He heard it OK,
grin! I hope Tom makes it to Yale as were eating pizza
around the pool over hearing to Tom talking about getting
the screws taken out of his spine coming up... I guess many
were Mad as Hell about Lorian Hemingway and her
daughter not showing up... I hope its not a cocaine or
heroin sick day! I read both books she wrote and one was a
autobiography she tells all... wow!
KEY WEST, Florida Keys — A rich roster of literary events
awaits readers and writers during Hemingway Days 2014,
set for Tuesday through Sunday, July 15-20. The festival
celebrates the literary accomplishments and exuberant Key
West lifestyle of legendary writer Ernest Hemingway, who
lived on the island throughout the 1930s.
Attractions include author readings and presentations, a
look at Hemingway's little-known poetry and the
announcement of the winners of the Lorian Hemingway
Short Story Competition.
Lorian Hemingway, critically acclaimed author of "Walking
Into the River," "Walk on Water" and "A World Turned Over,"
is a granddaughter of Ernest Hemingway. She has directed
the competition for emerging writers since its 1981 inception.
The winners of the internationally recognized short story
contest are to be announced at 8 p.m. Friday, July 18, at
Casa Antigua, 314 Simonton St. Famed as Ernest
Hemingway's first Key West residence, the property is now a
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Hemingway's first Key West residence, the property is now a
showplace with a central atrium garden.
The free-admission awards reception includes a reading of
the winning story, a presentation on Casa Antigua's history
by owner Tom Oosterhoudt and tours of the architecturally
unique property.

7-18-14 Bill + Melinda Gates, Kerry, McCain, to be held
accountable... Hillary to be held accountable too! Building
1,001 Yale Key West Med School on an Eiffel Tower Structure!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html>
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